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Three strengths of Selena
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COOL-R technology

1. Global experience, local application
Selena is a global company, producing and providing a broad selection of products from construction chemicals
trade, both for professionals and persons dealing with construction occasionally. Our offer includes, among others,
polyurethane foams, adhesives and sealants, thermal insulation systems and a wide variety of waterproofing materials. Our main brands are Tytan, Quilosa, Artelit and Matizol.

COOL-R is an ideal solution for buildings where it is important to maintain correct temperature, and in which air
conditioning system is used, such as: production plants, warehouses, logistic centres, commercial and sport
facilities.
COOL-R is a highly-reflective roof coating, the application of which combines benefits of reduction of temperature
inside the building and of providing perfect waterproofing of the roof surface.

FOR BUILDING WITH AIR CONDITIONIG COOL-R

Selena was established in Poland in 1992. Since then, we have gained experience on four continents, in many
countries and in different areas of business. We are one of the three largest manufacturers of polyurethane foam in
the world. Our global experience gained on diverse markets, motivates us to continuously look for new development
paths.

2. We create innovative products

REFLECTANCE

At Selena Labs, our research and development centre, we continuously develop new technologies and products to
improve our offer and meet the users’ expectations. We also deliver custom-made solutions to Asia, Europe and
North and South America, tailored to the local climatic conditions and the construction technology used therein.

Our latest achievements in the field of waterproofing include following products:

EMISSIVITY

Thanks to the applied technology, the COOL-R coating is characterized by a high SRI (Solar Reflectance Index = 107),
which means that the coating not only reflects sunlight (as much as 86% of sun rays on the coating are reflected off
the coating), but also dissipates most (0.85) of gathered heat, thus causing the reduction of temperature both on the
roof and under its surface. Thanks to COOL-R, the roof temperature is reduced by as much as 70%, and inside the
building - by as much as 10˚C.

XX COOL-R:
highly-reflective, waterproofing roof coating,
XX TACK-R Flashing:
single-component polymer-bitumen mass,
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XX High-quality, self-adhesive roof membranes,
XX Roofing foam adhesive KDT 12:
quick installation of thermal insulation,

COOL-R is an innovative technology, the application of which offers a unique opportunity to improve thermal
conditions inside your facility and efficiency of your business by:

XX Protect-R: fire resistant roof coating.
COOL-R also provides continuous waterproofing of the roof area, protecting it against negative impact of water,
without additional burden on its structure. Application of the COOL-R coating increases resistance of roof cover
to weather conditions, including significant temperature differences and, to mechanical damage. 10-year product
guarantee provides long-term reduction of costs of unplanned repairs and renovations, providing stable condition
of the roof cover.

3. Wide offer of waterproofing products

XX Reduction of indoor temperature up to 10˚C
XX Reduction in AC electricity consumption up to 40%
XX Prolongation of roof life by 10 years

For 25 years we have been a major manufacturer and supplier of solutions for roof installations and renovations,
as well as waterproofing of buildings.

Our offer includes:
XX Roofing sealants and adhesives,

XX Bituminous shingles,

XX Roofing tapes

XX Liquid bituminous waterproofing,

XX and many other professional waterproofing
products.

XX Breathing membranes and parainsulation foils,
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XX Bituminous membranes,

Waterproofing

Reflection

Non spreading fire

Durability
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Consequences of overheating in air-conditioned facilities
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Benefits for air-conditioned facilities’ owners
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Understanding that each facility is a separate case we serve an individual treatment to provide perfectly tailored and
customized solution.

COOL-R offer is a comprehensive investment service including:

The roof partition is the one most exposed to the heating processes. It is strongly affected by the highest and the longest contact
with direct thermal radiation of the sun what results in roof overheating and faster roof aging.
EXTENDED
LIFE OF CHILLERS

HIGHER EFFICIENCY
OF REFREGERATION
UNITS

XX Estimation of the heat balance of a building before and after the application of COOL-R.
XX Estimation of financial savings on air-conditioning and chilling operation costs.
XX Auditing of the current state of the roof covering and technical advisory.

REDUCTION
OF COOLING COSTS

HAZARDS AND PROBLEMS ARISING FROM SOIL RADIATION

REDUCED/
ELIMINATED AIR
COOLING TREATMENT

XX Estimation of the investment return (Payback Time).
XX Application of COOL-R performed by authorized roofing contractors.
XX Warranty.
XX Post-implementation service.

LOWER TEMPERATURE
UNDER THE ROOF

ROOF AGING

ROOF OVERHEATING

HIGH TEMPERATURE UNDER THE ROOF

ROOF LEAKS

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY
OF PRODUCTION
AND SALES

HIGHER THERMAL
COMFORT INSIDE
THE BUILDING

Thanks to the machine spraying the application of COOL-R is quick and easy. The process of application of the COOL-R coating
does not hinder the ongoing functioning of buildings and does not cause production downtime.
Additionally, it does not increase the load on roof or interfere with its structure.
COOL-R can be applied both on new and demanding-the-renovation roofs. It fits all roof types: bitumen, PVC and sheet metal
ones.

ROOF DAMAGE

Efficiency of refrigeration units
PRODUCTS
DESTRUCTION
LOWER LABOR
EFFICIENCY

HIGHER COOLING
EXPENDITURE

KOW COMFORT
FOR PEOPLE
OR ANIMALS

FINANCIAL
LOSSES CAUSED
BY FLOODING

ADDITIONAL COST
OF ROOF REPAIRS

Roof overheating has significant impact on business performance by decreasing work’s efficiency, lowering the thermal comfort
and increasing the cooling costs. Additionally the process of roof aging increases the unplanned costs of roof maintenance and the
risk of financial loss caused by unexpected leakages.
Application of the COOL-R coating minimizes 2 key problems arising from harmful impact of UV radiation: overheating of the roof
and ageing of roof surface.

COOL-R

INCREASES EFFICIENCY
OF WORK AND
PRODUCTION

Typically refrigeration unitsare placed on the roofs. Their average performance mostly depends on the temperature of the roof
(temperature of the surface where refrigeration units are placed) . When roof temperature increases by 1˚C above the level of 35˚C
it causes the reduction of efficiency of refrigeration units by 5%. Metal roofs can be heated up even up to 80˚C. Assuming the unit
operates 1000 hours per year the chillers efficiency of refrigeration units on metal roof is below 50% for the majority of the year.
COOL-R reduces the roof temperature by 70% what makes annual efficiency of the refrigeration units higher than 90%.

Reduced/eliminated air cooling treatment
The expenditure concerning air-conditioning systems depends on the balance of heat gains and heat losses of the building. Owing
high SRI feature COOL-R coating significantly lowers the amount of external heat gains, specifically, it minimizes heat gains
coming from the roof partition. In a consequence, by lowering the internal temperature, COOL-R reduces significantly the airconditioning demand and due to that - total electricity consumption.

Higher thermal comfort inside the building
Improving the thermal comfort not only changes the working conditions but also
increases the labor efficiency by:

MINIMIZES OVERHEATING CONSEQUENCES

REDUCES COSTS
OF COOLING

COOL-R application

IMPROVES THERMAL
COMFORT OF PEOPLE
IN THE BUILDING

REDUCES COSTS OF ROOF
RENOVATIONS AND FINANCIAL
LOSSES RESULTING FROM THEIR
DAMAGE

XX Less working breaks,

XX No production downtimes,

XX Higher production effectiveness,

XX No losses in storage.

Additionally, COOL-R also helps to improve the performance of any mechanical equipment placed under the roof.

COOL-R certification
COOL-R has all the required certificates – ETAG 005 among others. It is resistant to spreading of fire in compliance with
Broof(t1) standard.
COOL-R was certified with LEED Certification due to its impact on reducing the energy consumption.

